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Welcome to St. Francis Hospice
St. Francis Hospice is a
registered charity. Each year
we need to raise more than
€2.6 million to fund our day to
day services.

• St. Francis Hospice provides a specialist
palliative care service for the people of
North Dublin City and County. All our care
is provided free of charge to patients and
their families.

OUR SERVICES PROVIDE
Patient Care

Care of Families and Friends

• Patients have different needs, and
sometimes these needs change at various
points during their illness. St. Francis Hospice
provides four distinct services to patients:

• The hospice philosophy also addresses the
needs of the patients’ family and friends.
At St. Francis Hospice, we act out this
philosophy in a number of ways:

• Care in their own home through our
Community Palliative Care Team

• Family and friends are encouraged to
share in the care of their loved one

• Hospice Day Care, providing a visit to the
hospice on a weekly basis for nursing care,
therapies and social/creative activities

• Bereavement support is offered through
our multidisciplinary team, including prebereavement and post-bereavement
counselling and bereavement work with
children

• In-Patient Unit (Raheny), a 19-bed facility
offering admission for management of
complex symptoms and psychosocial
problems, as well as care in the terminal
phase of a patient’s illness
• Outpatients Service for nursing/medical
care, occupational or physiotherapy,
complementary therapies, lymphoedema
treatment

• We provide education and support for
family members caring for people at home
• We offer counselling to family and friends
to help them adjust to changing situations

The multidisciplinary team includes nurses, doctors, care assistants,
household staff, complementary therapists, lymphoedema
specialists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, social workers,
chaplains, pharmacists, volunteers, administrative staff, and
education professionals. Each makes a valuable contribution to the
holistic care of patients and their families.
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Chairman’s Statement
us to open any of our in-patient beds in SFHB.
The facilities within that hospice include
24 single patient rooms and some family
overnight accommodation.
Negotiations with the HSE took place
throughout the year in the hope that funds for
SFHB might be forthcoming in 2013. It remains
to be seen whether we will have any success
in that regard.
We will continue with our efforts to persuade
the HSE to make the necessary funds available
so as to enable the generous people of Dublin
15 to have a first class hospice facility made
available to them.

The construction of St. Francis Hospice
Blanchardstown (SFHB) was completed in
April 2011.
In that month the Community Palliative Team
(which comprises medical, nursing, social
work and chaplaincy staff who provide
services for patients in their own home in the
catchment area of SFHB) were relocated
there from Raheny.

The hospice is extremely grateful to all who
have participated in raising funds both for
SFHB and SFHR. I would ask all to continue
to support us with the generosity which they
have done to date.
Many thanks to the staff and volunteers of
the hospice and to my fellow directors for
the great efforts that they have made during
2012.
We continue to provide a first class hospice
service for all our patients but we wish to do
more by opening SFHB at the earliest moment.

In October 2011, out-patient services
commenced at SFHB, but limited to two days
per week.

I thank in a very special way our benefactors.
Without them we would be unable to provide
proper hospice services.

It has been a great disappointment that,
despite our best efforts, we were unable to
obtain funding from the HSE so as to enable

Mr. Justice Peter Kelly,
Chairman, Board of Directors
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Highlights of Our Year Report of the Chief Executive Officer
St. Francis Hospice has been providing
specialist palliative care services to the people
of North Dublin since 1989, as well as providing
support for their families and friends. The need
for a second hospice to be provided for the
people of Dublin North West was agreed a
number of years ago by St. Francis Hospice
and the Health Service Executive. Currently
the Community Palliative Care Teams work
from St. Francis Hospice Raheny and St. Francis
Hospice Blanchardstown. Hospice Day Care
and Out-Patient services are also provided at
both Hospices. St. Francis Hospice continues
to work in partnership with the Health Service
Executive to progress the opening of beds in
Blanchardstown.
I am pleased to say that together, St. Francis
Hospice Raheny and Blanchardstown, will
provide greatly enhanced specialist palliative
care services for people in all areas of North
Dublin.
Our 9th Annual Dr. Mary Redmond Foundation
Day Lecture was delivered by Baroness Nuala
O’Loan on 21st February 2012. She opted
for the title “Belonging to each other” from
the words of Mother Teresa “If we have no
peace, it is because we have forgotten that
we belong to each other”. Baroness O’Loan
strongly believes in the idea of Society and
repeatedly illustrated in her lecture from her
personal and professional experience, the
central importance of each person being
there for one another. She paid fulsome
praise to those who have inspired St. Francis
Hospice throughout the years, starting with
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the “brainchild” that was the vision of Dr.
Mary Redmond. Baroness O’Loan referred
to the good fortune of patients who receive
hospice care while contrasting those who are
marginalised in society. It was a very special
occasion and her wonderful contribution was
much appreciated by all who were present
for the occasion.
Thanks to the work and commitment of all our
staff, St. Francis Hospice continued to deliver
on its mission to provide high quality services
to patients and families throughout all areas
of North Dublin. On a day to day basis their
professionalism and commitment to the ethos
and philosophy of care is evident for all to
see and experience. I am pleased to take
this opportunity to thank each and every
staff member for their ongoing and unstinting
commitment to our patients and their families.
Every member of staff plays a role in patient
care and support of families, and I know this
dedication is greatly appreciated by all who
come in contact with our service. St. Francis
Hospice is privileged to have a Chairman
and a Board of Directors who provide great
support to the work of the Hospice.
I am confident that St. Francis Hospice will do
all in its power in the year ahead to maintain
and further expand its high quality service
provision to the people of North Dublin City
and County.

Ethel McKenna,
Chief Executive Officer

St. Francis Hospice Service Statistics – 2012
Community
Palliative Care
Team

EAST

WEST

Cancer

NonCancer

Cancer

NonCancer

Total

Cancer

NonCancer

New Patients

376

58

304

41

779

680
(87.35)

99
(12.7%)

Total Patients

497

64

410

46

1017

907
(89.2%)

110
(10.8%)

3

1

1

1

6 (Figure included in total
patients above)

Patients Under
18
Community
Palliative Care
Team

East CPC

West CPC

TOTAL

4972

4858

9830

Total
Attendance
(nursing and
medical)
Total Deaths

Hospice Day
Care

717

This figure includes CPC patients who died at home, in St.
Francis Hospice and hospital

332

at home; 46.4%

172

in hospice; 23.9%

137

in hospital; 19.1%

172

76 other (nursing home etc.) 10.6%

Raheny

Blanchardstown

Total

Cancer

NonCancer

Cancer

NonCancer

Total

Cancer

NonCancer

New Patients

118

11

41

3

173

159
(91.9%)

14
(8.1%)

Total Patients

165

15

50

4

234

215
(91.9%)

19
(8.1%)

Total
Attendances

2200

2841

641
Raheny

Bed
Occupancy
In-Patient Unit

Admissions

289

85%

Re-Admissions

24

Total
Admissions

313

In Patient Unit

Total Patients
Deaths

294 (Cancer 269 (91.5%) Non-Cancer 24 (8.5%))
268
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St. Francis Hospice Service Statistics – 2012
Walmer Villa

OPD
Blanchardstown

New Patients

95

61

Total Patients

209

79

Total Attendances

1196

39

Outpatients Department

SUPPORT SERVICES
Complementary Therapy Department Service
New Patients

250

Total Patients

365

Total Attendances

HDC
East

HDC
West

HDC
Blanch

OPD
Blanch

Walmer
Villa

IPU

609

224

302

172

474

471

Physiotherapy Department Service
New Patients

283

Total Patients

352

Total Attendances

HDC
East

HDC
West

HDC
Blanch

OPD
Blanch

Walmer
Villa

IPU

497

129

454

109

133

603

Occupational Therapy Department Service
New Patients

267

Total Patients

359

Total Attendances

HDC
East

HDC
West

HDC
Blanch

OPD
Blanch

Walmer
Villa

IPU

467

159

374

59

85

910

Lymphoedema Department Service
New Patients

78

Total Patients

93

Total Attendances

HDC
East

HDC
West

HDC
Blanch

OPD
Blanch

Walmer
Villa

IPU

76

9

18

16

168

119

OPD
Blanch

Walmer
Villa

IPU

5

281

Oncology Lymphoedema Department Service
New Patients

15

Total Patients

75

Total Attendances

6

HDC
East
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West

HDC
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St. Francis Hospice – At the Heart of the
Community
FUNDRAISING... GENEROSITY MAKING
A DIFFERENCE
Every year St. Francis Hospice must raise
€4 million to meet the shortfall in running
costs of both hospices and fund its building
programme; the construction of a new
hospice in Blanchardstown which is now
complete but with a remaining capital
debt of €7.9 million. This funding is achieved
through hospice driven campaigns/projects,
supporter events, donations and legacies.
Our revenue funding from the Health Service
Executive has been reduced significantly for
the past four years. This combined with the
economic downturn has made our financial
challenges all the more difficult to meet.
It has been through the huge generosity
of the community across North Dublin
City and County despite their own fragile
circumstances that these challenges have
been met enabling the hospice to continue
its work in providing specialist palliative care
services to the community.
It is so important that we strive together to
ensure that the hospice is there for those in
need and that our services remain at no
charge to the people of North Dublin and
County.
We extend our deepest thanks to each and
every one of our supporters who gave of so
generously of their time, effort and financial
support to St. Francis Hospice throughout
2012.
The Hospice is deeply grateful to the members
of the St. Francis Hospice Blanchardstown
Oratory Group who, with the enormous
support of the North West Community have
continued in their efforts to reduce the capital
debt on the Blanchardstown Hospice.
We extend our gratitude to the Irish Hospice
Foundation and associated sponsors, for their
support of Sunflower Day and in particular
to Bewley’s for their 20 years of support of
Ireland’s Biggest Coffee Morning.

“For it is in giving that we
receive”
St. Francis of Assisi
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St. Francis Hospice – At the Heart of the
Community
SUPPORT FROM VOLUNTEERS
The work that our volunteers do at St. Francis
Hospice contributes greatly to the range of
services we can provide to our patients and
their families. We just would not be able to
do all that we do without the support of our
volunteers.
There are 228 volunteers in St. Francis Hospice.
In 2012, only 14 volunteers retired however
31 new volunteers joined the team. Most of
these new volunteers were recruited as the
services in Blanchardstown developed – there
are now 20 volunteers in St. Francis Hospice,
Blanchardstown. We are especially grateful
for the flexibility shown by the Blanchardstown
volunteers as the service there grows and
develops.
We value our volunteers and provide
training and support on an on-going basis.
The volunteer training programme is not just
for new volunteers; there are learning and
development opportunities provided for all
volunteers throughout the year. Our aim is to
build on the skills and confidence of volunteers
in order that they are equipped to perform
their roles as best they can.

Volunteer Hairdressing
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Volunteer Doggie Visits

A volunteer who celebrates being with St.
Francis Hospice for 15 years in 2012 described
why she has stayed so long as a hospitality
volunteer in the In-Patient Unit. “I get so much
joy and pleasure out of this role, I find it very
satisfying and what I enjoy most is speaking
with and being able to listen to the patients as
they tell me their stories.”
A volunteer beautician who joined in 2012
says, “I find the atmosphere in St. Francis
Hospice very relaxed and welcoming and
the other volunteers I meet each week are
all so friendly. I enjoy the variety – the nurse,
patient and I figure out between us whether a
facial or manicure or pedicure or Indian head
massage will suit best…sometimes the patient
wants everything! While having a treatment,
the patient can forget where they are. I love
seeing a patient feel better about themselves
after a treatment too.”

Our Services
COMMUNITY PALLIATIVE CARE
Raheny - Blanchardstown
The Community Palliative Care Teams in
Raheny and Blanchardstown cared for more
than 770 new patients in 2012 and over a
thousand were visited in total. Patients were
seen at home, in nursing homes, hostels and
psychiatric hospitals.

“All of you were the reason we
were able to look after her in
her own home at the end of her
days.”
There were nearly 10,000 visits, provided by
nurses and doctors principally and supported
by chaplaincy, social work and volunteers.
We continue to care for children in the
community with life limiting conditions with 6
being cared for in 2012.
Reflecting changes in Irish society, Community
Palliative Care provided care for people born
outside Ireland. Although the numbers are
small, some issues may make care of these
patients more complex, including: if the
patient has limited English proficiency, the
use of interpreters, and assisting patients and
families with repatriation.

“The love warmth and kindness
were way beyond the norm, we
cherished and valued your visits
and expertise.”
A telephone triage system has been
implemented which enables a more accurate
assessment of patients waiting to be seen.
This system allows for a more targeted and
appropriate response to individual’s needs.
This triage assessment ensures that patients
palliative care needs are met within an
appropriate time frame.

“For all your hard work and
kindness in the last few weeks
of his life……never to be
forgotten.”
Relevant documents are now being
electronically scanned directly on to the
patient record system thus saving time for
both clinical and administrative staff. This
has reduced the amount of time spent on
dictation, typing and filing.

“Words cannot express my
deepest gratitude for all you
did for my mam and the help
and support you gave to me
and my family.”
Several initiatives were commenced in this
year to maximise the use of Community
Palliative care resources.
An out-patient clinic is run once a month in
both SFH Blanchardstown and SFH Raheny for
initial medical assessments. This clinic offers an
alternative to a home assessment. It enables
a greater number of patients to be seen in a
timely fashion.
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HOSPICE DAY CARE
There were 262 referrals in 2012, a significant
increase of 35% from 2011. The total number
of patients cared for by Hospice Day Care
increased by 39%. Ten per cent of the patients
had a non-cancer diagnosis.
With the first full year of Hospice Day Care in
Blanchardstown in operation (open two days
per week) the attendances to Hospice Day
Care was up by 21%; a total of 55 patients
were cared for by Hospice Day Care in
Blanchardstown. We are fortunate to have
a nurse who works between both Hospice
Day Care and the Community Palliative Care
team. This enhances patient care between
the two services whilst also assisting in the
referral of new patients to the service.
There were 178 patients cared for by Hospice
Day Care in Raheny, a 6% increase over 2012.
Teambuilding in Hospice Day Care is
continuously being developed through
participation at multidisciplinary meetings,
psychosocial meetings, death reviews,
education and service planning meetings. All
of this assists in team development and has
a positive effect, directly and indirectly, on
patient care. Patients are supported through
the provision of symptom management,
psychosocial
and
spiritual
support,
therapeutic support, group support work,
patient bereavement support, bathing and
nursing interventions. Hospice Day Care works
closely with and appreciates the support
of our colleagues in the community and
hospital settings. The Hospice Day Care Team
continues to work closely with the patients’
GPs and PHNs.

Coming into Day Care,
“You feel like you’re being
wrapped in a blanket.”
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Hospice Day Care from a Patient’s
Perspective
Bill is an 82-year-old single gentleman with
a diagnosis of lung cancer. His only social
support is an elderly sister whose husband has
dementia. His initial assessment identified his
main problems as being breathlessness, pain,
and social isolation with questions around
his cognitive ability. Through his weekly
attendance in Hospice Day Care his symptoms
have been managed to a degree that he is
now pain free and can carry out his activities
of daily living without any breathlessness.
In building a rapport with Bill we were in a
position to plan his care with him central to
all decisions made. Through the support of
the GP and his pharmacist we were able to
organise his medications in a method that
worked for him. His cognitive ability improved
once his anxiety levels were managed. The
support and social interaction he received in
Hospice Day Care has revealed a lively and
interesting personality with a lifetime of stories
to share. Bill lives independently with the
assistance of home help and the security of
a personal alarm organised through Hospice
Day Care.

A New Patient Group: Heart Failure
Hospice Day Care in Raheny commenced
a heart failure programme in December
2012, with four patients taking part. This
new development will be evaluated in
2013. This development has arisen from an
action research project run by St. Francis
Hospice, The Mater Cardiology Service,
and a local General Practice.

“This a wonderful place with
caring people. You can feel the
love in the air.”
ST. ANNE’S IN-PATIENT UNIT
There were more than 300 admissions to St.
Anne’s In-Patient Unit, Raheny, in 2012.
The In-Patient Staff are very aware of the
financial constraints within the organisation
and with this in mind they were very happy to
support one of their Ward Mangers, Andrew

On 18th December 2012, the IPU launched
the new names for the blue, rust and
yellow rooms. The rooms are now known
as CHUISLE (QUISH-LE) meaning TREASURE,
AISTIR (ASH-TIR) meaning JOURNEY OF LIFE,
and SONAS (SUN-ESS) meaning PEACE.
Tapestries depicting the new names were
made and very generously donated by the
Daughters of Charity training, enterprise
and employment service TOFA.
The three tapestries that beautifully and
symbolically represent the new names were
installed outside their respective rooms
after the launch. We were delighted to
welcome the people from the TOFA service
who worked on tapestries.
Andrew Connolly, Ward Manager, spoke
about the significance of the rooms for him,
and how for him and the staff the rooms hold
many memories of the people who have
lived and died there, memories of all the
tears and laughter that have taken place
in the rooms, and of all the staff who have
worked there, the care given, the legacy
left by staff who have come and gone.
Andrew went on to give some explanation
of the meaning of the new names.
Chuisle / Treasure: Patients and families are
treasured by staff and we want them to
feel treasured and valued at the hospice.
Patients and families may find something of
value and something they want to treasure
while they are here with us. Finally for many

Connolly, who ran the Dublin City Marathon
and raised nearly €20,000 for the Hospice.
Many relatives write notes of thanks and
reflections on their experience of St. Francis
Hospice in the visitor’s book, which is kept in
the front hall, the following are two that we
found particularly touching and meaningful.

they hold the hope that they will receive
some kind of treasure or reward at the end
of their life.
Aistir /Journey of life: We accompany
patients and families on a short part of
their life’s journey while they are here in the
hospice. We are mindful of the journey they
have already travelled. Our goal is to make
this part of their difficult journey as smooth
as possible.
Sonas / Peace: We want St. Francis Hospice
to be a place of peace for all. We hope that
patients and their families find a meaningful
inner peace while they are here. We are
also aware that during their time with us
there maybe opportunities for peace and
reconciliation within family relationships
that we can support.
Finally, Mary Condon, Ward Manager, said
a few words on the symbolic meaning of
tapestry. The idea of the chosen names
have been expressed through tapestry,
which is a very ancient and beautiful form
of art.
Life can be like a tapestry which can
appear like a jumble of threads, tangled,
frayed and knotted –but when you turn it
over you see the rich colours, textures and
patterns. It can make a tapestry a thing
of astonishing beauty, as each individual
thread is skilfully placed by hand.
Life is like a tapestry, one stitch at a time
taken patiently.

“Our sister who went to Heaven this morning was quiet, kind and
sensitive. The beautiful staff at St. Francis made her feel like she
was at home, where she always felt safe. Your strength in looking
after people who are going away is a special gift in which we were
honoured to share.”
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OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT
Outpatient services are provided in both
Raheny and Blanchardstown. Services
provided include Complementary Therapy,
Physiotherapy,
Occupational
Therapy,
Manual Lymph Drainage, Chaplaincy and
Social Work. OPD also facilitates Community
Palliative Care patient reviews by the nursing
and medical team which is preferred by some
patients.
Raheny OPD in Walmer Villa is opened
Monday-Friday and Blanchardstown OPD on
Thursday and Friday with staff from Raheny
supporting both services. The aim of OPD is to
see all patients within one week of receiving
referral.
For some patients OPD is the first introduction
to the hospice and is often used as a stepping
stone to Hospice Day Care and the In-Patient
Unit.

“Had the best sleep since I was first
diagnosed, after the best massage,
knocked me out, it was great.
Thank you all, you are so kind.
Can’t wait till next week.”

Patient feedback indicates that attending
OPD is very beneficial as they can avail of all
their treatments within a specific time frame.
Many patients avail of the transport service
provided as this gives relatives their own
personal time.
Two
programmes
facilitated
by
the
multidisciplinary team are Breathe Easy and
Relax and Re-energise. Patients report that
these programmes are very beneficial for them
from a medical and psychological aspect
with the additional bonus of interacting with
people in similar circumstances.

COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
The Complementary Team in St. Francis
Hospice offers Aromatherapy, Massage,
Reflexology, Indian Head Massage and “M”
technique. When people are diagnosed
with a terminal illness, they may suffer from
a myriad of emotions including shock,
anger, disbelief and despair. Often patients

report that complementary therapies and
the aromatherapy blends used during
the treatments help them cope with the
negative effect of the illness including the
physical changes, low self esteem, insomnia
and pain.

MANUAL LYMPH DRAINAGE
Lymphoedema is swelling of limbs or areas
of the body where lymph nodes have been
damaged by surgery, radiation or cancer.
It is a very distressing condition for patients
affecting all their daily activities.
At St. Francis Hospice, treatment consists of
Manual Lymph Drainage and Congestive
Decompression
Therapy.
This
provides
relief from oedema and swelling and helps
patients maintain mobility and function of
a limb and greatly improved their quality of
life. Patients are treated in IPU, Day Care and
the Outpatient Department in Raheny, and in
the Outpatient Department and Day Care in
Blanchardstown.
Oncology patients are treated in Raheny and
some funding towards this service is provided
by the Irish Cancer Society. Referrals are
accepted from the Mater Hospital and
Beaumont Hospital Oncology Services as St.

12
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Francis Hospice is the only full-time clinic in
Dublin. Patients report that the treatment
gives them an improvement in their lives that
they never thought possible.
One patient who had severe lymphoedema
of both legs for nine years heard about the
clinic and asked to be referred. After her
treatments her legs reduced down so much
that she was able to wear “normal “ jeans but
what pleased her so much was that she was
able to run around and play with her children,
whereas before she could only sit and watch
them.
Another patient was asked to be a best man
at a wedding but could not walk or stand
for periods due to his Lymphoedema of both
legs. Having the treatment enabled him to
attend the wedding as he was able to both
walk and stand. He was so proud of being
able to do this.

Allied Health Professionals: Occupational Therapy and Physiotherapy
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
At St. Francis Hospice, our team of 2.3
occupational therapists work with patients to
maximize enjoyment of and independence
for self-care, work and leisure activities.
Following assessments, goals are discussed
with the patient. Interventions focus on
enabling strategies to overcome barriers to
independence and assist with achieving a
satisfactory level of functioning.
Symptom Management
A number of improvements to our symptom
management programmes occurred in 2012.

Stress Management:

• The aims are to develop an evaluation
tool for the fatigue management groups
and expand the group for use with cancer
patients.

Breathe Easy Clinic:
• Continued clinical input and planning
and development to the interdisciplinary
Breath Easy Clinic, a shared programme
with physiotherapy

Further clinical service improvements
Therapeutic Gardening
• Well
established
gardening
groups
continued to thrive seasonally in 2012, and
took new roots in SFH Blanchardstown.

• Occupational therapy stress management
groups fully established in Raheny and
Blanchardstown.
• Group programmes are evaluated, the
results of which we aim to present in 2013.
• Sale of OT relaxation CDs launched in
2012, following professional redesign and
printing. Many Irish and British Occupational
therapists use these as a clinical resource.

Fatigue Management:
• Occupational
therapy
fatigue
management groups now established with
programme guide in place for OT staff.
• OT fatigue management is part of the first
non-cancer group attending Hospice Day
Care

OT Baking

Reminiscence therapy:
• Commencement of a reminiscence
therapy group in Blanchardstown in 2012.
Objectives include encouraging group
interaction, to engage clients in a relaxing
and enjoyable activity and provide
individuals with a sense of mastery of an
occupation.

Therapeutic baking:
• Occupational therapy baking groups run
on both hospice sites allowing patients to
regain a sense of purpose revisit an old skill
or learn a new skill with their peers.
• Functional performance is assessed during
the group.
Catherine and Sylvia baking

ST. FRANCIS HOSPICE ANNUAL REPORT 2012
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Education & Continued Professional
Development
The occupational therapy department
is committed to continual professional
development. The department runs monthly
in-service training and journal clubs.
Development of and engaging in presenting
and educating is actively encouraged.
Occupational therapists presented at:
• National Advisory Group for Occupational
Therapists Palliative Care and Oncology
Study day- Occupation in Action /
Research in Practice
• National Advisory Group for Occupational
Therapists Palliative Care and Oncology
Study day- Audit Made Simple” and
“Occupational
Therapy
and
Pain
Management in Palliative care and
Oncology”

Fatigue Management
In
the
occupational
therapy
team,
when carrying out fatigue management
programmes, we are concerned about what
is important to our patient. Often we hear
things like “I’m not allowed to do anything”,
or “I do nothing” or “I’m not even allowed to
make a cup of tea!”
People’s goals and wishes are explored with
them through our initial interview, which
heavily focuses on valued occupations,
such as getting dressed, or making a cup of
tea. A section of our interview is devoted to
leisure and social activities, past and present.
Often we learn of former dancers, musicians,
theatre goers and craft masters!
We carefully establish how fatigue may be
stopping them from doing what they want.
Week by week, our patients learn of good
approaches such as planning, prioritising,
pacing and modifying activities. We teach
them how to keep diaries, so that they can
understand more about fatigue. They set
goals for meaningful activities and discuss
with their occupational therapist how to make
these manageable.

14
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Patients’ Stories
Janet advised her occupational
therapist that she felt too tired to bake.
She had been enjoying baking for most
of her life and had hoped to pass on
baking skills to her grandchildren. With
learning about the value of careful
planning and regular rests, and the
benefits of modifying the task, this lady
achieved a wonderful outcome to her
treatment. On her third session, she
proudly told her occupational therapist
of how she had enjoyed baking with
her grandchildren. She sat at the
kitchen table on a perching stool and
the children fetched and carried to
her instruction. Then she taught them
how to make her favourite recipes. The
children cleared up afterwards and
enjoyed the produce. No doubt, in
years to come, they will be passing on
the recipes!
When Maura started the fatigue
management programme she told
her occupational therapist that her
daughter did not allow her to do the
ironing, something that she would love
to get back to. Her daughter was
concerned that her mother would
exhaust herself. In her occupational
therapy sessions, Maura learned how
to plan the ironing, modify it using a
perching stool to sit upon and delegate
gathering and tidying away of clothes.
After four sessions, the lady was not
only doing her own ironing, but her
daughter’s as well!

Allied Health Professionals: Occupational Therapy and Physiotherapy

PHYSIOTHERAPY

Education:

Physiotherapy aims to enhance the quality
of life for each individual patient, by
helping them to attain their optimal level
of function and independence, whatever
their physical capabilities. Each patient is
individually assessed by their physiotherapist
and a plan of treatment is devised.
Patients are encouraged and enabled
to achieve their goals. The physiotherapy
team provides a comprehensive service to
the In-Patient Unit, Hospice Day Care and
Outpatient departments in both Raheny and
Blanchardstown.

The Physiotherapy team is committed
to continuing education and research.
Undergraduate clinical placements are an
important tool in fostering research & interest in
new therapists in the area of palliative care. In
2012 we provided clinical placements to final
year physiotherapy students from the Royal
College of Surgeons. We also attended the
college to provide lectures to undergraduate
students on the role of physiotherapy in
palliative care.

In 2012 the physiotherapy team in St. Francis
Hospice saw more than 350 patients in over
1900 episodes of care. At the end of January
we were delighted to welcome an additional
0.4 WTE basic grade physiotherapist to the
team. This facilitated service provision to
Blanchardstown 2 days per week while
continuing with a full service in Raheny. A
T’ai Chi exercise group was commenced
by physiotherapy in hospice day care in
August. Five patients attended weekly for a 6
week programme. Outcome measures were
positive and research is on-going.

The physiotherapy team continues to
maintain strong links with their community
care counterparts. This is essential to ensure
that patients who are unable to attend the
hospice for treatment continue to receive
care in their home environment. We have
an excellent working relationship with the
community therapists and they recognise
that our patient referrals require prioritisation.
The physiotherapy team facilitated a study
morning for all community physiotherapists in
North Dublin in November 2012. There was an
excellent attendance and the understanding
and communication between the services
has been greatly enhanced as a direct result.

The physiotherapy department were granted
funding to purchase a Sequal portable oxygen
concentrator. This unit facilitates in-patients to
have hours at home or overnight stays away
from the hospice without the necessity of
cumbersome oxygen cylinders with limited
supply of oxygen. The concentrator has
greatly enhanced our ability to safely assess
and treat patients without the limitations of
oxygen cylinders. We are using the unit in all
areas of the hospice with great benefit.

Community Links:
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Social Work and Bereavement Support
The
social
work
team
provides
a
comprehensive social work service for
patients and their families under the care of
St. Francis Hospice.
With knowledge of social work theory social
workers provide intervention that include;
assessing the concerns and resources of the
patient, their family and significant others;
counselling the individual and family members;
working with the interdisciplinary teams
to facilitate family meetings, information
and education; providing direct work with
children; keeping appropriate records and
writing social work reports; contributing to
the delivery of bereavement counselling
and support services; liaising with community
based services on behalf of clients and family
members.

The Volunteer Bereavement Support Service
There are presently 10 volunteers working
under the supervision of the social workers
providing bereavement support on a one
to one basis with clients. During the last year
the service provided 565 individual support
sessions to bereaved relatives and friends. A
grant from the Family Support Agency allows
St. Francis Hospice to continue providing the
range of bereavement support services.
Social workers are involved with other
members of the interdisciplinary teams in
providing regular In-Patient Unit Services
of Remembrance (every three weeks),
Bereavement Information Nights (five per year)
and the Annual Service of Remembrance
(held once a year in the parish church in
Raheny).
A successful Family Bereavement Day was
attended by 43 people (22 adults and 21
children). This Family Bereavement Day offered
an opportunity for families to come together
and explore the impact of the death of a family
member. A number of different therapeutic
activities were provided by social workers and
other members of the interdisciplinary teams.
The day culminated with a balloon releasing
ceremony remembering the person who had
died.
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Social Workers: Fostering Connections
When Hospice patients express a desire to be
reconciled with a family member who they
may not have seen for a long time the social
work team will make every effort to facilitate
this if possible. It often involves tracing the
person or meeting with them to explain what is
happening. They may often not know that the
patient is under Hospice care. If both parties
are happy to meet this is then facilitated in a
manner which reduces distress for the parties
involved. While this process can often take a
lot of resources it may reduce stress among
families during the period of the patients care
and also reduce the likelihood of complex
bereavement responses when the patient
dies. The following piece explains this kind of
work.

Fostering Connections: A Re-Membering
of Eric...
By Niamh Finucane with contributions from
Kathy Gesing (Social Worker, Germany)
“Re-membering practices provide the
opportunity for persons to resist thin
conclusions about their lives and to
engage with others in the generation of rich
descriptions of the stories of their identity”
(Whyte, 1997 in Hedtke & Winslade; 2004:
35)
In March 2012, Eric was admitted to the
in-patient unit of St. Francis Hospice for
terminal care. As a Social Worker on the
ward, I met Eric, who was in his late thirties.
He described “wilder years” living abroad,
but said he had returned to Ireland 14
years ago. He spoke of reconnecting with
his family during these years, in particular
his mother. Eric spoke of losses and regrets
in his life, including losing contact with his
daughter Rebecca. Eric was aware his
health was deteriorating. He experienced
a lot of anxiety.
Eric described how important his daughter
Rebecca, who was now 16 years old, was
to him. It had been 7 years since they
spoke but Eric thought of her every day.
Eric felt Rebecca may be angry with him
and feared she did not know how much he
loved her. We discussed writing a letter to
Rebecca and trying to trace her. Eric was
nervous, fearing rejection, but also hopeful
that a reconnection could be made. He
wanted to “re-member” Rebecca in his
life, so she could re-member him in her life
now and in the future after his death. As
Eric spoke about his thoughts, I recorded
them in the form of a letter to Rebecca
from Eric.
Through the assistance of the German
police, contact was made with Rebecca.
She was living in a residential home with
social work support in Germany. Eric was so
happy after the phone call. He was visibly
more relaxed and relieved. He valued
telling Rebecca how much he loved her
and loved hearing that she cared for him.
Eric’s health deteriorated quickly over the
coming days and he died in April 2012.
Rebecca emailed a few days later and

through a number of emails to Rebecca
and the staff in her residential placement, I
informed them of Eric’s death.
We continued to email as I described Eric’s
stay in St. Francis and the process of writing
the letter to Rebecca. I wrote a letter to
Rebecca and sent it to her with the letter
from Eric. We invited Rebecca to a Service
of Remembrance in St. Francis Hospice
at the start of July 2012. Rebecca’s social
worker agreed to accompany Rebecca
on a two day trip to Dublin.
Rebecca and her social worker Kathy
arrived in St. Francis Hospice a few hours
before the Service of Remembrance.
I met with them and facilitated a tour of
the hospice. We met with a doctor and a
nurse who helped care for Eric. Rebecca
had the chance to learn how her father
was in the last weeks and how he died.
It comforted her to know that he was not
alone and died in his sleep without pain.
Rebecca attended the Service of
Remembrance. The service was to
remember a number of patients who died
around the same time as Eric. It included
reflections, music and a candle lighting
ceremony. Rebecca was called during the
ceremony to light a candle for her father;
she now keeps the candle in her room.
On the second day of their trip, Rebecca
and Kathy visited Eric’s grave. As Kathy
described, “We placed a bunch of white
roses on the grave…. A nice gesture, I think.
I believe that the whole experience was
powerful for Rebecca, so she did not want
to stay too long at the grave. A little prayer,
and then we left… The road to the airport
was hard really. Knowing that Rebecca
will now wait a long time until she, if ever,
comes back to Ireland.”
Since the trip I have remained in email
contact with Rebecca and Kathy. Kathy
initially wrote about all the impressions
Rebecca still could not properly process,
especially in the first few days at home but
that all in all, this trip has more than paid off
for Rebecca! She had the opportunity to
learn to say goodbye and hear something
about Eric’s last weeks. You could feel it in
Ireland and as she remembers her father.
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CHAPLAINCY
The Chaplaincy Team would like to share with you some reflections on their work.

Journeying with People
I have worked for the past seven years as a
chaplain and during that time I have visited
many people in their own homes to provide
spiritual support. I am conscious that I come
as a guest into the person’s home, standing
on holy ground, into a sacred space where
two people meet. As a Daughter of Charity
I recognise my need for times of silence,
prayer and reflection in my life enabling me
to provide spiritual support to the people I
meet. I see each day as a new beginning, a
new opportunity for me to make a difference
to the people I encounter. I do this by:
• Having a listening ear and being fully
present as they share their life’s story. Saying
a kind word and reaching out a hand in
friendship or sitting quietly and keeping
watch with one who is dying. Attending to
the person’s religious needs if it is important
to them.

A moment of Insight
A patient, a young married man with a son
in his teens requested a Chaplaincy visit to
his home. After a few unsuccessful attempts
to meet him I began to wonder if it was his
way of putting me off. Eventually we had
an appointment for 11:30 one morning. As I
knocked on the door of his home many things
passed through my mind. I was aware that in
the recent past his condition had deteriorated
but he continued to live life as fully as possible.
He welcomed me in a way that indicated
that he was glad I had come. He talked
about how he was living with his diagnosis of
cancer and that he knew he would not get
better but talked about his hope of having ‘a
year’! His big plan for this year was to spend
as much quality time as he could with his son.
He spoke about having ‘given up on God a
long time ago’ no reason given for this, he just
lived life to the full – many things entered his
life and somehow God was not a part of that.
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• Being a companion on life’s journey for
someone who has worries, fears, and
questions that they need to verbalise and
knowing that I do not need to provide
answers, but to be with them as they
process things out for themselves.
• Offering re-assurance to someone who
may hold different values to mine. We
each have our own unique spirituality and
what meaning life has for us.
I have learned from the many people I have
met, that life is a gift to be lived one day at a
time. We only have this moment. Tomorrow is
a new day, a new beginning for each one of
us. I end with the words of Dr. Mary Redmond,
‘Each of us carries a single sunbeam in our
hearts, radiating love and light, reminding
us that this world is but a stage on our real
pilgrimage’.

Sr. Marie Brady
As I sat there listening to his story, he looked
into my face and said ‘My desire is that I will
come to believe in God before I die’, I heard
myself speak the following words ‘the desire
is enough for now’. His expression changed,
a look of gratitude, a look of delight as if the
sun shone for the first time and he asked ‘is it’,
again I repeated ‘yes the desire is enough for
now’ and left it at that.
Perhaps there would be another time when
we could explore his ‘desire’ more fully. Yes,
he would like me to visit again the following
week. We said goodbye for now. Three days
later I received a phone call from the nurse.
She wanted me to know that she had gone to
visit Mark, and that he had died thirty minutes
earlier. For a moment I felt there was so much
left undone, but then I realised that his desire
was really enough.
We journey with the other – this is what we do.

Sr. Anna Kennedy

It is in Giving that We Receive
Almost six years ago, I was appointed to
minister as a Chaplain in St. Francis Hospice.
Time and experience have convinced me
that, to a large extent, I am the one who has
been ministered to and taught by both staff
and patients. I have very concrete cases in
mind:
1. The staff: by their joyfulness, dedication,
singlemindedness, sheer hard work;
2. The patients: they remind me daily of my
own ultimate end and of my need to
divest myself of the superficialities and
masks in my life; their life experience,
serenity, spirit of realism and acceptance
in most cases, has been life giving.

The annual Tree of Life Ceremony

Without anybody telling me explicitly, I have
learned through reflection and observation,
something of my own pastoral shortcomings;
I am more convinced than ever that
Chaplaincy is an integral part of the Hospice
Team whose focus is on the whole person.

Br. Eustace McSweeny

We Journey With the Other – This is What
We Do
The night of 6th December, 2012 was an historic
one as the seventeen year old tradition of the
Tree of Life Ceremony in Raheny was passed
on to St Francis Hospice, Blanchardstown.
We reflected on being thankful for a past, a
present and a future in carrying on a tradition
of caring and a tradition of remembering at
Christmastime all our patients who had died
throughout the different services.
As the Tree lit up the darkness in Blanchardstown
on that cold wet and windy night, I said a
prayer for all the patients at whose bedsides
I sat. I prayed that peace and rest would be
theirs in a place where pain and suffering
would be no more.
Reflecting later that night, I found myself
being thankful for all the patients and families
who crossed by path during 2012. They had
taught me so much about life and dying. I

felt privileged and grateful for the ways they
trusted me with their life stories, their worries
about God, death and the afterlife. On the
other hand, some saw death as a gateway
to a God of love with Whom they had a life
long relationship. “ I am going to meet the
person who has loved me in life, why would I
be afraid to die”, a patient said to me.
Whilst we use many words in our everyday life,
I believe that Chaplaincy often goes beyond
words, sometimes words can interfere,
sometimes there are no more to be said, and
what becomes very important are things
like silence, watching, waiting, being, sitting
beside, staying there. We touch people
with our presence in ways that we cannot
measure, and I certainly cannot measure the
way the patients have touched my life.
I felt blessed and grateful for so much on that
night of Remembering.

Marie Gribbon
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Sharing our Expertise – Educational Activities
The Centre for Continuing Studies at St. Francis
Hospice continued to offer a wide variety of
interdisciplinary courses for staff in St. Francis
Hospice and other health care organisations.
The Education Department continues to
provide leadership and support within the
hospice on practice development issues,
policies and publications. New courses this
year included Spiritual Care in Palliative Care,
and Pain Management Study Day.
Conferences: The Hospice hosted its 11th
Annual Kaleidoscope Conference in Dublin
Castle. The theme “Dialogues: Diversity
and Dilemmas in Palliative Care Delivery”
attracting delegates from around the globe.
Staff from the education department were
successful in submitting presentations to
a variety of National and International
Conferences,
including
the
European
Association of Palliative Care; Cambridge
- NET2012 International Networking for
Healthcare Eductaion; Montreal - 19th
International Congress on Palliative Care and
Our Lady’s Hospice & Care Services.
Research Supervision: Research supervision
and activities are on-going, with the
successful supervision and completion of four
students (MSc) and one at Doctoral Level,
with the School of Nursing and Midwifery,
Trinity College, Dublin.
National
Representation:
There
was
representation at the All Ireland Institute
of Hospice and Palliative Care Education
Network and the Palliative Care Education
Steering Committee which has been
proactive in educational developments.
A national Link Nurse initiative for residential
care settings for older people was complete
in June 2012, in collaboration with Our Lady’s
Hospice and Care Services, Milford Hospice,
Marymount Hospice, and North West Hospice.

Continuing Education: The nurses’ forum and
health care assistants’ forum continue. This
year also saw the introduction of the ‘Inquiring
Minds’ research presentations, which in
interdisciplinary in focus.
Reaching Out: A schools project was
commenced in 2012. This involves visiting
secondary schools in North County Dublin,
informing students and teachers about the
nature of Palliative Care and the services
provided by St. Francis Hospice.
In addition, staff from the education
department have provided off site education
and training to staff in Intellectual Disability
services and care of the older person services.
Third Level: Third level education continued to
be offered with two programmes:
• Certificate in Palliative Medicine, UCD, the
Mater Hospital and St. Francis Hospice
• MSc in Palliative Care, University of Dublin
Trinity College and St. Francis Hospice
A number of clinical placements were offered
to third level students from many disciplines
to enhance their understanding of palliative
care.
What course participants said:
• “Excellent study day – class interaction
very useful”.
• “I enjoyed taking part in the case studies
discussions. I feel I gained a lot from this
session”.
• “Found all aspects of course informative
and humorous. One theme ran into another
so found it all very worthwhile. Thanks”.
• “Practical course with good content and
hands on experience”.

Una MacConville’s book, ‘Sociological and Spiritual aspects of Palliative
Care in Ireland: Understandings of a Good Death’ (published by Edwin
Mellen Press) was launched at St. Francis Hospice by Joan Burton, TD,
Minister for Social Protection. The book, based on research carried out
in St. Francis Hospice is a comprehensive consideration of spiritual and
sociological aspects of palliative care.
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Financial Report
ST. FRANCIS HOSPICE
(A COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE AND NOT HAVING A SHARE CAPITAL)
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

Restricted
Funds €

Unrestricted
Funds €

2012 Total €

2011 Total
Funds €

372.797

1,352,853

1,725,650

2,026,230

Fundraising income

-

1,875,328

1,875,328

1,937,248

Investment and Rental income

-

86,770

86,770

68,743

HSE Grants and similar income

-

7,111,493

7,111,493

7,311,340

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES

372,797

10,426,444

10,799,241

11,343,561

Costs of generating voluntary funds

-

233,003

233,003

270,803

Charitable activities

-

10.439,404

10,439,404

10,382,502

Governance costs

-

68,154

68,154

60,981

Interest Payable

-

419.880

419,880

416,476

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED

-

11,160,441

11,160,441

11,130,762

372,797

(733,997)

(316,200)

212,799

INCOMING RESOURCES
GENERATED FUNDS
Voluntary Income:
Donations, Bequests and Legacies

RESOURCES EXPENDED

NET RESOURCES

There are no unrecognised gains and losses other than the net movement in funds arising
from continuing operations for the year.

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on ........................................
and signed on its behalf by:
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Financial Report
ST. FRANCIS HOSPICE
(A COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE AND NOT HAVING A SHARE CAPITAL)
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

2012 €

2011 €

Tangible assets

36,586,006

36,714,666

Financial asset

100

100

36,586,106

36,714,666

2,455,918

1,847,903

90,778

44,343

2,546,696

1,891,436

CREDITORS: (Amounts falling due within one year)

(820,227)

(1,232,927)

NET CURRENT ASSETS

1,726,469

658,509

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

38,312,575

37,373,275

CREDITORS: (Amounts falling due after one year)

(8,869,909)

(8,869,909)

GOVERNMENT (HSE) GRANT

(1,827,500)

(527,000)

NET ASSETS

27,615,166

27,976,366

27,955,093

27,955,093

-

21,273

27,615,166

27,976,366

FIXED ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at bank and in hand
Sundry debtors and prepayments

Represented by:
UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
RESTRICTED FUNDS

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on ........................................
and signed on its behalf by:

___________________

___________________

Director

Director
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Mission Statement
• St. Francis Hospice provides a specialist palliative care service to people in North Dublin.
This includes support for their families and friends and other healthcare professionals
involved in their care.
• The service is based on a Christian philosophy of human dignity, which treats each person
with respect and compassion, irrespective of their cultural or religious background.
• The hospice plays a leadership role in shaping palliative care nationally, working in
partnership to advance policy, education, research and service innovation.

OUR VALUES
The underpinning values of St. Francis Hospice are commitments to…
• Creating a welcoming, relaxed and personal atmosphere of care.
• Providing quality care at a physical, emotional, psychological, spiritual and social
level which respects the needs and wishes of each person.
• Supporting families and friends emotionally, psychologically and spiritually from
referral through bereavement in an attentive and non-intrusive way.
• Working collaboratively as a team which cares for its members, values each one’s
contribution and engages in ongoing education and reflection.
• Linking with other professionals, support agencies and the local community to
improve the quality of service to people who are terminally ill.
• Educating others and influencing the practice and standards of palliative care of
people who are terminally ill.
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